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STRANDS:
TEK # and
Student
Expectation

STRAND 1: DEVELOPING AND SUSTAINING FOUNDATIONAL LANGUAGE SKILLS.

6.1: Developing and sustaining foundational language skills: listening, speaking, discussion, and
thinking – ORAL LANGUAGE. The student develops oral language through listening, speaking, and
discussion.

6.2: Developing and sustaining foundational language skills: listening, speaking, reading, writing, and
thinking – VOCABULARY. The student uses newly acquired vocabulary expressively.

6.3: Developing and sustaining foundational language skills: listening, speaking, reading, writing, and
thinking – FLUENCY. The student reads grade-level text with fluency and comprehension.

6.4: Developing and sustaining foundational language skills: listening, speaking, reading, writing, and
thinking – SELF-SUSTAINED READING. The student reads grade-level text with fluency and
comprehension.

STRAND 2: COMPREHENSION SKILLS.

6.5: Comprehension skills: listening, speaking, reading, writing, and thinking using multiple texts. The
student uses metacognitive skills to both develop and deepen COMPREHENSION of increasingly
complex texts Students are expected to:

6.5(A) establish purpose for reading assigned and self-selected texts
6.5(B) generate questions about text before, during, and after reading to deepen understanding and
gain information
6.5(C) make, correct, or confirm predictions using text features, characteristics of genre, and structures
6.5(E) make connections to personal experiences, ideas in other texts and society
6.5(F) make inferences and use evidence to support understanding
6.5(G) evaluate details read to determine key ideas
6.5(H) synthesize information to create new understanding

STRAND 3: RESPONSE SKILLS.

6.6: Response skills: listening, speaking, reading, writing, and thinking using multiple texts. The
student RESPONDS to an increasingly challenging variety of sources that are read, heard, or viewed.
Students are expected to:

6.6(A) describe personal connections to a variety of sources including self-selected texts
6.6(B) write responses that demonstrate understanding of texts, including comparing sources within
and across genres
6.6(C) use text evidence to support an appropriate response



6.6(D) paraphrase and summarize texts in ways that maintain meaning and logical order
6.6(E) interact with sources in meaningful ways such as note taking, annotating, freewriting, or
illustrating
6.6(G) discuss and write about the explicit or implicit meanings of text
6.6(H) respond orally or in writing with appropriate register, vocabulary, tone and voice

STRAND 4: MULTIPLE GENRES.

6.7: Multiple genres: listening, speaking, reading, writing, and thinking using multiple texts –
LITERARY ELEMENTS. The student recognizes and analyzes literary elements within and across
increasingly complex traditional, contemporary, classical, and diverse literary texts. Students are
expected to:

6.7(A) infer multiple themes within and across texts using text evidence
6.7(B) analyze how the characters’ internal and external responses develop the plot
6.7(C) analyze plot elements, including rising action, climax, falling action, resolution, and non-linear
elements such as flashback
6.7(D) analyze how the setting, including historical and cultural settings, influences character and plot
development

6.8: Multiple genres: listening, speaking, reading, writing, and thinking using multiple texts – GENRES.
The student recognizes and analyzes genre-specific characteristics, structures, and purposes within
and across increasingly complex traditional, contemporary, classical, and diverse texts. Students are
expected to:

6.8(A) demonstrate knowledge of literary genres such as realistic fiction, adventure stories, historical
fiction, mysteries, humor, and myths
6.8(B) analyze the effect of meter and structural elements such as line breaks in poems across a
variety of poetic forms
6.8(C) analyze how playwrights develop characters through dialogue and staging

STRAND 5: AUTHOR’S PURPOSE AND CRAFT.

6.9: Author’s purpose and craft: listening, speaking, reading, writing, and thinking using MULTIPLE
TEXTS. The student uses critical inquiry to analyze the authors’ choices and how they influence and
communicate meaning within a variety of texts. The student analyzes and applies author’s craft
purposefully in order to develop his or her own products and performances. Students are expected to:

6.9(A) explain the author’s purpose and message within a text
6.9(B) analyze how the use of text structure contributes to the author’s purpose
6.9(D) describe how the author’s use of figurative language such as metaphor and personification
achieves specific purposes
6.9(E) identify the use of literary devices, including omniscient and limited point of view, to achieve a
specific purpose
6.9(F) analyze how the author’s use of language contributes to mood and voice

STRAND 6: COMPOSITION.

6.10: Composition: listening, speaking, reading, writing, and thinking using multiple texts – WRITING
PROCESS. The student uses the writing process recursively to compose multiple texts that are legible
and uses appropriate conventions. Students are expected to:

6.10(A) plan a first draft by selecting a genre appropriate for a particular topic, purpose, and audience
using a range of strategies such as discussion, background reading, and personal interests
6.10(B) develop drafts into a focused, structured, and coherent piece of writing by:
6.10(Bi) organizing with purposeful structure, including an introduction, transitions, coherence within
and across paragraphs, and a conclusion
6.10(Bii) developing an engaging idea reflecting depth of thought with specific facts and details
6.10(C) revise drafts for clarity, development, organization, style, word choice, and sentence variety



6.10(D) edit drafts using standard English conventions
6.10(Dix) correct spelling, including commonly confused terms such as its/it’s, affect/effect,
there/their/they’re, and to/two/too
6.10(E) publish written work for appropriate audiences

6.11: Composition: listening, speaking, reading, writing, and thinking using multiple texts – GENRES.
The student uses genre characteristics and craft to compose multiple texts that are meaningful.

6.11(A) compose literary texts such as personal narratives, fiction, and poetry using genre
characteristics and craft

STRAND 7: INQUIRY AND RESEARCH.

6.12: Inquiry and research: listening, speaking, reading, writing, and thinking using MULTIPLE TEXTS.
The student engages in both short-term and sustained recursive inquiry processes for a variety of
purposes.

Key
Understandings

Performance Assessment Bundle #1

Genres are categories of written or performed works, characterized by similarities in structures, features,
form, and content.
• How do I identify genre?
• How does recognizing and understanding genre characteristics, features, forms, and content help a
reader interpret a text?

Readers can enhance understanding of a text by examining and analyzing author’s craft.
• How do I examine and analyze author’s craft when reading a text?
• How do a writer’s choices in craft impact meaning?

Readers can convey their understanding through a variety of responses.
• What types of responses can demonstrate my understanding?
• How can I construct a response that clearly demonstrates my understanding?

Performance Assessment Bundle #2

Genres are categories of written or performed works, characterized by similarities in structures, features,
form, and content.
• How do I identify genre?
• How does recognizing and understanding genre characteristics, features, forms, and content help a
reader interpret a text?
• How does utilizing and reflecting on genre characteristics, features, forms, and content help a writer
construct a text?

Readers can enhance understanding of a text by examining and analyzing author’s craft.
• How do I examine and analyze author’s craft when reading a text?
• How do a writer’s choices in craft impact meaning?

Readers use comprehension strategies to construct meaning.
• How do I understand what I read?
• What practices/skills help me understand texts?
• How do I determine which strategies are best to comprehend a specific text?

Readers can convey their understanding through a variety of responses.
• What types of responses can demonstrate my understanding?
• How can I construct a response that clearly demonstrates my understanding?

Effective oral language helps me express ideas, thoughts, and feelings with others and understand what
others think and feel.



• Why do I speak?
• Why do I listen?
• How do I effectively communicate my ideas, thoughts, and feelings?

Performance Assessment Bundle #3

Writing is the act of using language to communicate our thoughts, the meaning of our experiences, and
our understanding of the world.
• Why am I writing? What is my purpose, audience, and topic?
• How do I write clearly and effectively using the conventions of language?
• What do I want to say? Why is it important?
• What can others learn from my writing?

Writers can create meaning in a text by utilizing author’s craft.
• How do I employ author’s craft in my writing?
• How do my choices in craft impact meaning?

Genres are categories of written or performed works, characterized by similarities in structures, features,
form, and content.
• How does utilizing and reflecting on genre characteristics, features, forms, and content help a writer
construct a text?

Writing is a recursive process that includes several stages and is essential to crafting focused, coherent,
and well-developed compositions.
• What are the stages of the writing process? Why are they important?
• How do the stages of the writing process reinforce each other?

Misconceptions Students may think that there are static stages to crafting a text, rather than understanding that
each author has their own cyclical and recursive writing processes.

• Some students may think the topic and theme are the same thing.

• Although some students may know that writers plan before they draft, they may not understand
that planning also includes identifying a writing purpose and audience.

• Some students think that poetry must always rhyme or follow a specific pattern.

• Some students may think that the poet and the speaker in the poem are always the same.

• Some students may not think it is important to analyze other authors’ writing in order to
develop their own craft and style.

• Some students may think that mood and tone are the same thing.

Key Vocabulary ● Audience – the intended target group for a message, regardless of the medium
● Author’s craft – intentional and deliberate use of organizational patterns, text and graphic features,

syntax, devices, and diction to create an effective written work; author’s craft may vary by genre
● Author’s purpose – the reason an author writes about a particular topic (e.g., to persuade, to

entertain, to inform, to explain, to analyze, etc.); the reason an author includes particular details,
features, or devices in a work

● Characterization – the method in which an author constructs a character by explicitly stating aspects
of his/her personality and appearance (direct characterization) or by revealing aspects of a character
through their actions, thoughts, speech, other characters, etc. (indirect characterization)

● Context – the words, sentences, or passages that precede or follow a specific word, sentence, or
passage

● Editing – a stage in the writing process when a written text is prepared for an audience by attending
to and correcting mechanics, grammar, and spelling

● Dialogue – the lines spoken between characters in fiction or a play; dialogue in a play is the main way
in which plot, character, and other elements are established



● Figurative Language – language not intended to be taken literally but layered with meaning through
the use of imagery, metaphors, and other literary devices

● Genre – the type or class of a work, usually categorized by form, technique, or content
● Metaphor – a subtle comparison in which the author describes a person or thing using words that are

not meant to be taken literally (e.g., time is a dressmaker specializing in alteration). An extended
metaphor is a metaphor in which the comparison is carried through several lines or even the entire
literary work.

● Meter – the basic rhythmic structure in verse, composed of stressed and unstressed syllables
● Mood – the atmosphere or feeling created by the writer in a literary work or passage; mood can be

expressed through imagery, word choice, setting, voice, and theme. For example, the mood evoked
in Edgar Allan Poe’s work is gloomy and dark.

● Personification – figurative language in which non-human things or abstractions are represented as
having human qualities (e.g., necessity is the mother of invention)

● Plot – the basic sequence of events in a story that includes the exposition, rising action, climax,
falling action, and resolution

● Poetic form – a distinctive poetic structure with distinguishable characteristics based on meter, lines,
stanzas, and rhyme schemes such as a sonnet, blank verse, ballad, haiku, epic, lyric, etc.

● Setting – the time and place in which a narrative occurs. Elements of setting may include the
physical, psychological, cultural, or historical background against which the story takes place.

● Stage directions – descriptions or instructions in a play that provide information about characters,
dialogue, setting, and actions

● Structural elements – the basic form of a poem, including its visual presentation (e.g., line, stanza, or
verse)

● Theme – the central or universal idea of a literary work that often relates to morals and/or values and
speaks to the human experience/condition

● Tone – the author’s particular attitude, either stated or implied in the writing
● Voice – an author’s unique articulation or expression of language created by stylistic elements such

as syntax, diction, and figurative language

Related Vocabulary:
● Close Reading
● Writing Process

Suggested Day
5E Model

Instructional Procedures
(Engage, Explore, Explain, Extend/Elaborate, Evaluate)

Materials, Resources,
Notes

Day 1

October 3th
Monday

6.4
6.5(A)
6.5(B)
6.5(C)
6.5(D)
6.5(E)
6.5(F)
6.5(G)
6.5(H)
6.5(I)
6.6(C)
6.6(F)
6.6(I)
6.7(A)
6.7(D)
6.8(A)
6.9(A)
6.9(B)
6.9(C)

Reading & Writing – ENGAGE/EXPLAIN/EXPLORE

Framing the Lesson: We will dig deeper into theme development.

● Focus Activity: Fiction Day 9
● TESTING STRATEGIES: Introduce a new strategy each week to

strengthen student skills.
● Writing Conference: In preparation to writing conferences, discuss ACE,

SLAM, CUPS with the students.
● WRITING CONFERENCES: Introduce the short text to the class and

discuss what is expected of them. Discuss that students will be expected
to construct a response and will be conferencing with their teacher over
their writing. Allow students several minutes to construct their response.

● Ask: What do you know about basketball? Students write down
everything they know about basketball, then share with the class.

● Show students pictures of a variety of things pertaining to basketball and
to the novel (teacher’s choice). Ask students to make imagery
assumptions for each of the pictures as to how they might relate to the
novel.

● Distribute a short biography of Kwame Alexander – read and discuss.
● Distribute a synopsis of the novel, The Crossover.
● Ask: What do you think the title of the novel represents?
● Review theme vs. topic. Remind students that a theme is: (1) not a topic,

(2) universal, and (3) supported by evidence.

● Biography on
Kwame Alexander

● Synopsis of The
Crossover

● Video Clip
● Six Steps to Theme

Graphic Organizer
● Picture Book, Fairy

Tale, or Fable
● Paper
● Different Colored

Markers
● Disney/Pixar Choice

Sheet
● Figurative Language

Graphic Organizer
● Writing Focus

Activity
● Honors Project

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1crFCJYqa4qpgHQgcESa7_-HeqCrp98Ms/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=116440839383444482475&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KMZyt9LAfTRo-AAbj-tSoOcW4wx5wPw_xiAnJ4ZqDw4/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KMZyt9LAfTRo-AAbj-tSoOcW4wx5wPw_xiAnJ4ZqDw4/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1vxEOr_m8swQ3r9-50uy3wlEBxGZ66h1xZQTD9lYn3-M/edit#slide=id.p
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1vxEOr_m8swQ3r9-50uy3wlEBxGZ66h1xZQTD9lYn3-M/edit#slide=id.p
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1cM7CCnZ9IiFz6ki30iqL5_Cj1xpPvYm8?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1nUbgk-A7UwhIbybnKzwxd6S_9vXarhOT?usp=sharing


6.9(D)
6.9(E)
6.9(F)
6.9(G)
6.10(A)
6.10(Di)

● Show the video “The Only Way You Will Ever Need to Teach Theme” to
the class. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9H6GCe7hmmA

● Although the video contains four steps used to determine a theme
statement, teach the students how to write a theme statement in six
steps: (1) understand that a theme topic is NOT a theme statement, (2)
finish a text OR a section of the text (not just a chapter), (3) create a list
of theme topics that can be supported with evidence from the text and
choose ONE topic that is best demonstrated by the text, (4) write a
sentence about what the author believes about that topic, (5) cross out
“the author believes that” and revise the sentence, (6) support with
evidence.

● Read a picture book, fairy tale, or fable to the class. Let students know
that after reading the story, we will be following the steps to determine a
theme.

● As a class, use the six steps on writing a theme statement.
● In partners, student price writing a theme for a common text:

(1) Give each partnership a blank sheet of paper and a different colored
marker;

(2) Have students select a different Disney/Pixar picture from the choice
sheet (“The Lion King”, “Aladdin”, “The Little Mermaid”, “Shrek”,
“Madagascar”, “How to Train a Dragon”, “Zootopia”, “Cars”, “KungFu
Panda”, “Sing”, “Ratatouille”, “Diary of a Wimpy Kid”, “The Princess
Frog”, “Lilo and Stich”, “Despicable Me”);

(3) Have the pairs write the movie title at the top of the blank piece of
paper, then work through the six steps for writing a theme statement.
For step six, have them only add one support for their theme
statement;

(4) Have each partnership trade papers with another group to check the
theme and add another piece of evidence in a different colored
marker.

(5) Repeat step 4.
(6) Repeat step 4. Each paper should now contain 4 pieces of evidence

all in different colored markers.
(7) Students tape the various theme statements to the wall.
(8) Have students circulate around the room to read the theme

statements and if possible, add more evidence in different colored
markers.

● If time allows, students choose a movie (one of the Disney/Pixar ones
that was not used, or a movie of their choice), then use the six steps
method to develop a theme.

● Introduce figurative language, poetry terminology, and types of poems.
● Students begin working on a figurative language graphic organizer or

note-taking guide in order to better understand and interpret the different
types of figurative language that are found throughout literature.

Framing the Lesson: I will participate in developing a theme statement
utilizing the six steps method.

Writing – EXTEND

● Writing Focus: Compound-Complex Sentences

Day 2

October 4th
Tuesday

6.1(C)
6.5(A)
6.5(B)

Reading – ENGAGE/EXPLORE

Framing the Lesson: We will learn the importance of proper poetry
presentation skills.

● Focus Activity: Every Day Edits: Back to School
● Review Figurative Language

● The Crossover PDF
version.

● Index Cards or
Post-Its

● Video Clips
● Writing Focus

Activity

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9H6GCe7hmmA
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CYHWKuYmb691qfvhcQjCdIvece1Cu3Yn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rOZRl4IePxQLSoJGu4sAAyo8O4jWqJ2J/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rOZRl4IePxQLSoJGu4sAAyo8O4jWqJ2J/view?usp=sharing


6.5(C)
6.5(D)
6.5(E)
6.5(F)
6.5(G)
6.5(H)
6.5(I)
6.6(A)
6.6(B)
6.6(H)
6.8(B)
6.8(C)
6.9(A)
6.9(D)
6.11(A)

● Writing Conferences: Allow students several minutes to construct their
response. Students should be working diligently and using the methods
taught to edit their writing.

● As a class, read pages 3 - 20 in The Crossover. While reading, stop to
show students graphic elements, identify and interpret figurative
language, discuss meanings/implications of words, titles, etc.
Specifically stop on the following pages to find the figurative language
and how it impacts the poem: pg. 3 and pg. 10.

● On a post-it or index card, ask students to identify another piece of
figurative language within the poems read today.

● Discuss the rhythm of a poem.
● Show the three Def Poetry Jam videos: “I Wanna Hear a Poem” by

Steve Coleman https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tRsITgjBsLs ,
“Somewhere There is a Poem” by Gina Loring
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Zd8RiLOni8, and “The Ball,
the Rim and Him” by Al Letson
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=23X7rxrtcDM. Prior to
watching the videos, ask students to listen to the way the poets use
language to paint a picture.

● Show students the videos a second time and have them record
examples of figurative or rhythmic language (metaphor, simile,
onomatopoeia, alliteration, repetition, personification, hyperbole, and
rhyme/rhythm) that helps the reader “experience the poem.”

● Ask: How does Kwame Alexander use figurative language to move the
story forward?

● Show students how to appropriately “present” a poem to a crowd by
using hand gestures, emphasis, and body language.

● Assign each student one of three poems – (1) “Dribbling” on pg. 3,
“Filthy McNasty” on page 10, or “At the End of Warmups, My Brother
Tries to Dunk” on page 24. Students read through their assigned poem
with their group, and decide how they will present the poem to the class
through hand gestures, emphasis, and body language.

● Students present their assigned poem to the class.

Framing the Lesson: With my group, I will assist in working through how to
appropriately present a poem to paint a picture and emphasize its meaning.

Writing – EXTEND/ELABORATE

● Writing Focus: Compound-Complex Sentences
● OPTIONAL: Using their vocabulary words (UNI/BI/TRI/QUAD), students

write 5 compound-complex sentences.

● OPTIONAL
Vocabulary List
and/or Vocabulary
Homework

Day 3

October 5th
Wednesday

6.5(A)
6.5(B)
6.5(C)
6.5(D)
6.5(E)
6.5(F)
6.5(G)
6.5(H)
6.5(I)
6.6(B)
6.6(C)
6.6(E)

Reading – ENGAGE/EXPLORE

Framing the Lesson: We will learn how to decipher symbols contained in a
story.

● Focus Activity: Fiction Day 10
● On an index card, students write down 5 important objects in their life
● TESTING STRATEGIES: Reinforce the strategy introduced this week.
● WRITING CONFERENCES: Teacher should conference with students

over their constructed responses.
● Explain the purpose of the type of poem called an ode.
● Refer back to the story/video entitled “The Lottery.” In pairs, ask students

to draw and label all of the important objects from the text. If students
are unsure if an object is important, tell them that items repeated or
emphasized are generally important. An example would be the chef’s
hat from “Ratatouille”, or the water/sun from “The Lion King.”

● Index Cards
● Post-Its
● Video Clip
● Symbolism Made

Easy Graphic
Organizer

● The Crossover PDF
version

● AOP Reference
● Writing Focus

Activity

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tRsITgjBsLs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Zd8RiLOni8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=23X7rxrtcDM
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XhUcB2Y4affwv38_Z-417ucMZNxa0Yjy/edit?usp=drive_web&ouid=107648714091704019746&rtpof=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CDhJcgAGpXKLmWxjUx3eoRvLrtA8ByVN/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=116440839383444482475&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rOZRl4IePxQLSoJGu4sAAyo8O4jWqJ2J/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rOZRl4IePxQLSoJGu4sAAyo8O4jWqJ2J/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1iGL-3AthpLkuYgsn9zeTiEecJbNu7Wk6cmJbtbP-ENc/edit


6.6(H
6.9(A)
6.9(B)
6.9(C)
6.9(D)
6.9(E)
6.9(F)
6.10(Di)
6.11(A)

● Show students the video “The Only Way You Will Ever Need to Teach
Symbolism.” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w84SfvCbfg4

● As a class, choose one or two of the important objects and work through
the four steps of Symbolism Made Easy: (1) a symbol is an idea that is
represented by an object or thing. In other words, it is something
abstract represented by something concrete, (2) draw and label the
important object(s) in the text, (3) write down three sentences that show
how the characters feel or react to the object, (4) substitute an idea in for
the object in each of the three sentences that fit the text.

● Read pages 23 - 43 in The Crossover. While reading, stop to show
students graphic elements, identify and interpret figurative language,
discuss meanings/implications of words, titles, etc.

● Ask students to locate figurative language found in the pages read
today, and write it down on a post-it or index card. They then need to
explain what the quote/phrase means in the literal sense. THIS
ACTIVITY SHOULD BE REPEATED EVERY DAY.

● After reading each poem, pause and have the students write down the
important objects (potential symbols) in each of the poems.

● Refer back to the poems on pg. 32 “The Bet, Part One”, pg. 33 “Ode to
My Hair”, pg. 38 “In the Locker Room”, pg. 39 “ca-lam-i-ty”, and pg. 43
“Missing”. Using the Symbolism Made Easy process, as a class to
determine the symbolism for hair, then support the idea they chose as a
symbol of hair in these poems with evidence from the text.

● Students complete an AOP for Josh based on the chapters read so far
and support their choice with textual evidence.

Framing the Lesson: I will use the Symbolism Made Easy process to
determine an important symbol contained in The Crossover.

Writing – EXTEND/ELABORATE

● Writing Focus: Compound-Complex Sentences
● Using one of the five objects written down at the beginning of class,

students begin writing an ode about their object.

Day 4

October 6th
Thursday

6.5(A)
6.5(B)
6.5(C)
6.5(D)
6.5(E)
6.5(F)
6.5(G)
6.5(H)
6.5(I)
6.6(E)
6.6(G)
6.10(A)
6.10(B)
6.11(A)

Reading – EXPLORE

Framing the Lesson: We will review figurative language

● Focus Activity: Every Day Edits: Gas Powered
● When students enter the classroom, hand them an index card and ask

them to write down 5 words that best describe themselves, then put
them off to the side.

● Focus Activity – Review figurative language, theme, and symbolism
● As a class, read pgs. 44 – 65 in The Crossover. While reading, stop to

show students graphic elements, identify and interpret figurative
language, discuss meanings/implications of words, titles, etc. After
reading the poem on pg. 44, “The inside of Mom and Dad’s bedroom
closet”, students use the SW2BST method to summarize the poem.

● Students complete an AOP for another character in the book – mom,
dad, or Jordan – and provide textual evidence supporting their choice.

● Students finish working on their figurative language graphic
organizer/note taking guide.

Writing – EXPLORE

● Writing Focus: Compound-Complex Sentences
● Using the 5 words that describe themselves, have students write one

imagery filled, complete sentence but do NOT put their name on the
paper. Collect the papers, then redistribute them randomly. Using the

● Index Cards
● The Crossover PDF

version
● AOP Reference
● Writing Focus

Activity

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w84SfvCbfg4
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FMAsdpXCQ0amo35U50VOGA_HV6N3suBh/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rOZRl4IePxQLSoJGu4sAAyo8O4jWqJ2J/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rOZRl4IePxQLSoJGu4sAAyo8O4jWqJ2J/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1iGL-3AthpLkuYgsn9zeTiEecJbNu7Wk6cmJbtbP-ENc/edit


sentence as a guide, the “new” student must draw an illustration that
goes along with the other student’s description, then share with the
class.

● Students continue working on their ode.

Framing the Lesson: I will include at least 3 types of figurative language
when writing my ode.

Day 5

October 7th
Friday

6.2(A)
6.2(B)
6.2(C)
6.4
6.5(A)
6.5(B)
6.5(C)
6.5(D)
6.5(E)
6.5(F)
6.5(G)
6.5(H)
6.5(I)
6.9(F)
6.10(Di)
6.10(E)
6.11(A)

Reading – EVALUATE/EXPLORE

Framing the Lesson: We will discuss mood and tone.

● Focus Activity: Fiction Day 11
● OPTIONAL: Collect UTurn Homework (UNI/BI/TRI/QUAD).
● OPTIONAL: Distribute UTurn Homework (reading passage).
● OPTIONAL: Students take a vocabulary test (UNI/BI/TRI/QUAD).
● Explain the difference between mood and tone, and how the terms

are related.
● Honors students participate in a “checkpoint” activity so the teacher

can ensure the students are on track with their outside reading and
corresponding project.

● As a class, read pgs. 66 – 85 in The Crossover. While reading, stop
to show students graphic elements, identify and interpret figurative
language, discuss meanings/implications of words, titles, etc.

● After reading each poem, pause and have the students individually
note whether the tone was positive or negative. Distribute a list of
common tone words, then as a class, discuss some words to
describe the tone of each poem.

● HONORS CHECKPOINT: Teachers check with students to ensure
checkpoints are complete.

Framing the Lesson: I will determine whether the tone of a poem is
positive or negative.

Writing – EVALUATE

● Writing Focus: Compound-Complex Sentences
● Students write a tweet (140 characters or less) to their

“subscribers” about The Crossover that conveys a negative tone,
then rewrite the tweet using a positive tone. Use examples of how
celebrities have said one thing, then retracted and submitted a new
post.

● Students continue working on their ode, and decide whether the
tone of the poem will be positive or negative.

● OPTIONAL:
Vocabulary Test
(UNI/BI/TRI/QUAD)

● The Crossover  PDF
Version

● Tone Word
Reference List

● Honors Checkpoint
● Celebrity Quotes

Day XX

October 10th

Monday

NO SCHOOL – Fair Day

Day 6

October 11th
Tuesday

6.5(A)
6.5(B)
6.5(C)
6.5(D)

Reading – EXPLORE/EXTEND

Framing the Lesson: We will make connections between texts.

● Focus Activity: Every Day Edits: It”s Football Time
● Students read the excerpt from “Brown Girl Dreaming” in HMH, pg. 267.
● After reading the poem, students complete the web diagram on pg. 266,

then share their web with a partner.

● TextbookConsumable
● The Crossover PDF

version
● Venn Diagram
● Writing Focus Activity

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1D7uxSSnkSC23NV7xIKUPmqKL4l1rj0qx/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=116440839383444482475&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rOZRl4IePxQLSoJGu4sAAyo8O4jWqJ2J/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rOZRl4IePxQLSoJGu4sAAyo8O4jWqJ2J/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TkCXy4uq--ngK7mODZeqeG4Lv1CyUMzi/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TkCXy4uq--ngK7mODZeqeG4Lv1CyUMzi/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1cM7CCnZ9IiFz6ki30iqL5_Cj1xpPvYm8?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1nUbgk-A7UwhIbybnKzwxd6S_9vXarhOT?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eXeI-F4oo3IWAJCesMgk5pibvrcx007A/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rOZRl4IePxQLSoJGu4sAAyo8O4jWqJ2J/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rOZRl4IePxQLSoJGu4sAAyo8O4jWqJ2J/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1KXCD0OK1sGE2OYHJUq7ZA3AwcUvXKE9uNkh8Rad8Heg/edit


6.5(E)
6.5(F)
6.5(G)
6.5(H)
6.5(I)
6.6(A)
6.6(D)
6.8(Diii)
6.9(A)
6.9(B)
6.10(Bi)
6.10(Di)
6.10(Dix)
6.11(A)

● TESTING STRATEGIES: Introduce a new strategy each week to
strengthen student skills.

● Review what has happened so far in the novel.
● Revisit figurative language, theme, and symbolism.
● As a class, read pgs. 89 – 99 in The Crossover.
● Ask: Why are the titles the same on pages 89 and 91?
● Provide students with a Venn diagram so they can compare and contrast

the excerpt from “Brown Girl Dreaming” with The Crossover.

Framing the Lesson: I will make text-to-self, text-to-text, and
text-to-society connections with both the excerpt from “Brown Girl
Dreaming” and The Crossover.

Writing – EXTEND

● Writing Focus: Compound-Complex Sentence
● Students continue working on their ode.

Day 7

October 12th
Wednesday

6.2(A)
6.2(B)
6.2(C)
6.5(A)
6.5(B)
6.5(C)
6.5(D)
6.5(E)
6.5(F)
6.5(G)
6.5(H)
6.5(I)
6.9(D)
6.9(E)
6.10(Di)
6.11(A)

Reading/Writing – EXPLORE/EXTEND

Framing the Lesson: We will learn the importance of a thesaurus.

● Focus Activity: Fiction Day 12
● Review the concept of imagery.
● Discuss the purpose of a thesaurus and how to utilize this resource.
● Give students a “skeletal” poem (teacher’s choice), and have them – in

partners or small groups – rewrite the poem with more interesting and
challenging words. Use of a dictionary and/or thesaurus is highly
encouraged.

● As a class, read pgs. 100 - 119 in The Crossover, and have students
look for examples of imagery.

● Prior to reading “i-ron-ic” on pg. 104, define and discuss irony.
● Using the following poems on pgs. 114 – 119, “Second-Person”, “Third

Wheel”, and “Tip-ping Point”, determine what is Josh’s “tipping point”?
What does this term represent?

● Students use a thesaurus to discover alternative words for the terms
“second-person”, “third wheel”, and “tipping point.”

Framing the Lesson: I will use a thesaurus to discover new and
challenging words.

Writing – EXTEND

● Writing Focus: Compound-Complex Sentences
● Students continue working on their ode, and use a thesaurus to replace

several overused and unexpressive words in their poem.

● Thesaurus
● The Crossover

PDF Version
● Writing Focus

Activity

Day 8

October 13th
Thursday

6.6(C)
6.6(E)
6.6(G)
6.7(A)
6.7(B)
6.7(C)
6.9(E)
6.9(F)

Reading – EXTEND

Framing the Lesson: We will work through characterization and theme
topics.

● Focus Activity: Every Day Edits: Banned Books Week
● TESTING STRATEGIES: Reinforce the strategy introduced this week.
● As a class, read pgs. 120 – 134 in The Crossover.
● Show students a FAST Characterization Chart (F=feelings the character

has, A=actions the character does, S=sayings the character says,
T=thoughts the character has). Take time to go over the acronym FAST,
explaining that it can be used when determining characterization.
Demonstrate on the board that feelings and thought are INTERNAL, and

● The Crossover PDF
version

● FAST Characterization
Chart

● Iceberg
Characterization Visual

● AOP Sheet
● Chart Paper
● Post-Its (different

colors)

https://docs.google.com/document/d/17NlYe-tRGqvamdUtDOn8XGKBm3xw0xTo/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=116440839383444482475&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rOZRl4IePxQLSoJGu4sAAyo8O4jWqJ2J/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rOZRl4IePxQLSoJGu4sAAyo8O4jWqJ2J/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10SI2Y0oa7oMlYltLXNv6hNV-gjBoAKKt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rOZRl4IePxQLSoJGu4sAAyo8O4jWqJ2J/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rOZRl4IePxQLSoJGu4sAAyo8O4jWqJ2J/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1h6pEcxMwOcqDiXjiZqvQM4kYzm0I0pC4/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1h6pEcxMwOcqDiXjiZqvQM4kYzm0I0pC4/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1iGL-3AthpLkuYgsn9zeTiEecJbNu7Wk6cmJbtbP-ENc/edit


6.10(B)
6.10(Bi)
6.10(C)
6.10(E)
6.11(A)

therefore hidden from the other characters using the “Iceberg
Characterization”. Explain that characters have an internal life (feelings
and thoughts) and an external life (actions/behaviors and
saying/dialogue). They are like icebergs where only part of their
“character” is seen (external) and the rest is hidden beneath the water
(internal).

● As a class, list feelings, actions, sayings, and thought from The
Crossover for Josh on a FAST Characterization Chart.

● Assign students a partner where they are to come up with three
character traits (AOPs) for Josh using what the class added to the FAST
Characterization Chart. Ensure students know how to distinguish
between character traits and character emotions. Some examples of
character traits that define Josh could be loyalty, determination,
egotistical, etc.

● Based on what students discovered about Josh’s character traits so far,
develop a class list of all possible theme topics for the “Second Quarter.”

● Students evaluate the list to determine the three BEST theme topics
(such as family, identity, loss of innocence, etc.)

● On three large sheets of paper, list each of the three theme topics. Split
students into small groups and give each group different colored post-its.
Groups must visit each of the lists and add several post-its containing
text evidence from the novel support the theme topic. This can be a
timed activity and the group with the most evidence that supports each
theme topic wins a prize.

● As a class, look at the theme topic sheets to determine the BEST
evidence used to support each theme topic. Ask the class to explain the
connection of each theme to Josh’s character traits.

● To deepen student understanding, have the class determine a symbol
for this section of the book – “Second Quarter” – that best exemplified
Josh’s character development and the theme development. Some
examples could be: sweet tea, doughnuts, the color green (jealousy),
bloody nose, etc. After choosing a few symbols for this section, ask them
to decide which of the three theme topics would the symbol best
represent.

● Ask: Using the information about Josh’s “tipping point” from yesterday’s
lesson, explain the connection between his tipping point and his
character traits in the novel, in addition to explaining the connection
between his “tipping point” and one of the theme topics for “Second
Quarter.” Ask students to support their explanations with evidence from
the text.

Framing the Lesson: I will better understand how Josh’s characterization
is connected to the theme topics throughout the novel.

Writing – EXTEND

● Writing Focus: Compound-Complex Sentences
● Students put the finishing touches on their ode, and practice their

presentation skills.

Day 9

October 14th
Friday

6.1(A)
6.2(B)
6.2(C)
6.2(D)
6.4

HOMECOMING: EARLY RELEASE

Reading/Writing – EVALUATE

Framing the Lesson: We will present our odes to the class.

● Focus Activity: Fiction Day 13
● Silent Sustained Reading for 15 minutes
● OPTIONAL: Collect UTurn Homework (reading passage)
● OPTIONAL: UTurn Homework Activity

● Optional: UTurn
Homework Activity

● Optional: UTurn
Homework
(CO/COM/CONTRA/C
OUNTER)

● Honors Checkpoint
Activity

● Writing Focus
Assessment

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1lkWt3k_YbENPPU3mFUCSii6NGBG3D66o/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=116440839383444482475&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1cM7CCnZ9IiFz6ki30iqL5_Cj1xpPvYm8?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1nUbgk-A7UwhIbybnKzwxd6S_9vXarhOT?usp=sharing


6.5(A)
6.5(B)
6.5(C)
6.5(D)
6.5(E)
6.5(F)
6.5(G)
6.5(H)
6.5(I)
6.6(E)
6.6(F)
6.6(H)
6.10(Di)
6.10(E)

● OPTIONAL: Distribute UTurn Homework
(CO/COM/CONTRA/COUNTER)

● Honor students participate in a “checkpoint” activity so the teacher can
ensure the students are on track with their outside reading and
corresponding project.

● Introduce the students to a strategy for working through a poem.
● As a class, work through a poem using the new strategy.
● HONORS CHECKPOINT: Teachers check with students to ensure they

are completing the checkpoint for Hidden Figures.

Writing – EVALUATE

● Writing Focus: Assessment on Compound-Complex Sentences
● Students present their odes to the class.

Framing the Lesson: I will use appropriate presentation skills to share my
ode with the class.

Day 10

October 17th
Monday

6.5(A)
6.5(B)
6.5(C)
6.5(D)
6.5(E)
6.5(F)
6.5(G)
6.5(H)
6.5(I)
6.6(E)

Reading & Writing – ENGAGE/EXPLAIN/EXPLORE

Framing the Lesson: We will practice our inferencing skills.

● Focus Activity: Drama Day 1
● TESTING STRATEGIES: Introduce a new strategy each week to

strengthen student skills.
● Review the strategy for working through a poem.
● In partners, students work through a poem (teacher’s choice) using the

new strategy.
● As a class, read pgs. 137 – 150 in The Crossover.
● After reading the poem “chur-lish” on pg. 142, students use the

thesaurus to look up an interesting antonym. Students then complete a
dictionary entry form for the new word.

● Review inferencing.
● Ask: What does “Basketball Rule #7” mean? Students work in small

groups to infer what this rule means, then share their findings with the
class.

Framing the Lesson: I will help my group to infer what a poem from the
novel means in the literal sense.

Writing – EXTEND

● Writing Focus: Skill Review
● Students continue presenting their odes to the class.

● Poem
● The Crossover PDF

version
● Thesaurus
● Dictionary
● Dictionary Entry

Form
● Writing Focus

Activity

Day 11

October 18th
Tuesday

6.2(C)
6.5(A)
6.5(B)
6.5(C)
6.5(D)
6.5(E)
6.5(F)
6.5(G)
6.5(H)

Reading – EXTEND

Framing the Lesson: We will further strengthen our inferencing skills.

● Focus Activity: Every Day Edits: Tarzan Is Born
● OPTIONAL: Students participate in a vocabulary activity

(CO/COM/COUNTER/CONTRA).
● Review figurative language.
● Review inferencing.
● As a class, read pgs. 151 – 164 in The Crossover.
● After reading “Dear Jordan” on pg. 159, discuss and have students infer

why this poem looks different than many of the other poems in the book.
● After reading “Uh-Oh” on pg. 164, provide students with a piece of paper

and ask them to brainstorm (for approximately 15 minutes) what they

● Optional: Vocabulary
Activity
(CO/COM/COUNTE
R/CONTRA)

● The Crossover PDF
version

● Paper
● Butcher Paper
● Writing Focus

Activity

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1WicnqE8L1pePcgQZCuc5090kMmm2cfag/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=116440839383444482475&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rOZRl4IePxQLSoJGu4sAAyo8O4jWqJ2J/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rOZRl4IePxQLSoJGu4sAAyo8O4jWqJ2J/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1jVLrMtMtuAWY17xG3wpVMD-y91TXaFa9/edit?usp=drive_web&ouid=107648714091704019746&rtpof=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1jVLrMtMtuAWY17xG3wpVMD-y91TXaFa9/edit?usp=drive_web&ouid=107648714091704019746&rtpof=true
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rOZRl4IePxQLSoJGu4sAAyo8O4jWqJ2J/view?usp=sharing


6.5(I)
6.6(E)
6.6(H)
6.6(I)
6.10(B)
6.10(C)
6.10(D)

think will happen next. They need to provide textual evidence to support
their inference, including the poem title, line number, and page number.

● On the whiteboard or on butcher paper, write down the different ideas
the students have regarding what they think will happen next, then
distribute post-it notes. On the post-its, students write down their textual
evidence, then place them under the correct heading.

Framing the Lesson: I will infer what may happen next in the novel, while
providing specific textual evidence.

Writing – EXTEND

● Writing Focus: Skill Review
● Students continue presenting their odes to the class.

Day 12

October 19th
Wednesday

6.5(A)
6.5(B)
6.5(C)
6.5(D)
6.5(E)
6.5(F)
6.5(G)
6.5(H)
6.5(I)
6.6(C)
6.6(E)

Reading – ENGAGE/EXPLORE

Framing the Lesson: We will see how the connotation of a word or phrase
can change based on the character’s perspective.

● Focus Activity: Drama Day 2
● TESTING STRATEGIES: Reinforce the strategy introduced this week.
● As a class, read pgs. 165 – 178 in The Crossover.
● Have students re-read the following poems with this focus question in

mind – How does each character view Josh’s nickname?
o “Josh Bell”, pgs. 4-5
o “How I Got My Nickname”, pgs. 6-7
o “At first”, pgs. 8-9
o “Filthy McNasty”, pg. 10
o “Boy walks into a room”, pg. 112
o “I run into Dad’s room”, pgs. 165-167

● On butcher paper or the whiteboard, write down the following headings –
Josh, J.B., Dad, Mom, Miss Sweet Tea, The Team/Coach.

● Distribute a different color of post-it notes to each student, then have
them answer the focus question for each character, while providing
textual evidence (How does each character view Josh’s nickname?). For
example, J.B. views the nickname “Filthy McNasty” as a way to make
fun of Josh, and the evidence is, “my nickname/some dirty punchline”).
Students place the post-it under the correct character.

● In a class discussion, examine how the perspective of Josh’s nickname
changes based on the character. Support each perspective with
evidence from the text.

Framing the Lesson: I will see how the connotation of the nickname “Filthy
McNasty” differs from character to character.

Writing – EXTEND/ELABORATE

● Writing Focus: Skill Review
● Students continue presenting their odes to the class.

● The Crossover PDF
version

● Butcher Paper
● Post-Its
● Writing Focus

Activity

Day 13

October 20th
Thursday

6.2(B)
6.5(A)
6.5(B)
6.5(C)

Reading – EXTEND

Framing the Lesson: We will examine the connection between different
characters’ perspectives and the author’s vocabulary choice.

● Focus Activity: Every Day Edits: James Forten
● Review yesterday’s lesson regarding connotation.
● Have students practice determining the connotation of words based on

the perspective of different people. Tell the students that just as Josh’s

● Perspective Through
Vocabulary Chart

● The Crossover PDF
version

● Writing Focus
Activity

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1iO-zBxJJNucOjkID0CctIUWlnv0ZvD6q/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=116440839383444482475&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rOZRl4IePxQLSoJGu4sAAyo8O4jWqJ2J/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rOZRl4IePxQLSoJGu4sAAyo8O4jWqJ2J/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1W6Fz7tg-C3LYINZIotP0KiCQ6k0otj1C/view?usp=sharing
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6.5(D)
6.5(E)
6.5(F)
6.5(G)
6.5(H)
6.5(I)
6.6(A)
6.6(F)

nickname had a different meaning depending upon character
perspectives, regular everyday words have differing connotations
depending upon whose perspective is using them, for example:
o Snow Day – perspectives of students, parents, teachers,

superintendent, principals
o Money – perspectives of someone who is rich, someone who is

broke, an adult, a kid, someone who was robbed, the robber
● Explain to students that today they will experience seeing the same

words through other characters’ perspectives. Although the word may
only appear in the text in the perspective of one or two of the characters,
students will have to find text that could offer an idea of how that same
word would be seen in other characters’ perspectives.

● Distribute the “Perspective Through Vocabulary” sheet.
● Using the example of “volcanic”, add evidence from the text for each

character that supports the definition/connotation for that word from their
perspective.

● Split the students into 5 groups and assign one of the following
characters to each group – Josh, J.B., Mom, Dad, and Sweet Tea.

● Each group needs to focus on their character and explain that person’s
connotation to each of the words – churlish, wildfire, ironic, profusely,
empty as fired cannons, bitter (sweet), pulchritudinous, estranged, and
pulse.

● Groups share their findings with the class.
● As a class, read pgs. 179 – 189 in The Crossover.

Framing the Lesson: I will better understand how the perspective of the
character can change the connotation of a word within the novel.

Writing – EXTEND

● Writing Focus: Skill Review
● Students continue presenting their odes to the class.

Day 14

October 21st
Friday

6.2
6.4
6.5(A)
6.5(B)
6.5(C)
6.5(D)
6.5(E)
6.5(F)
6.5(G)
6.5(H)
6.5(I)
6.6(A)
6.6(C)
6.6(H)

Reading – EVALUATE/EXPLORE

Framing the Lesson: We will reflect on the connotation of words.

● Focus Activity: Poetry Day 1
● Optional: Collect UTurn Homework

(CO/COM/COUNTER/CONTRA).
● OPTIONAL: Students take a vocabulary test

(CO/COM/COUNTER/CONTRA).
● Review the poetry strategy.
● Individually, students practice utilizing the poetry strategy (teacher’s

choice).
● As a class, read pgs. 190 – 196 in The Crossover.
● Infer what students think will happen in “Fourth Quarter.”
● Honors students participate in a “checkpoint” activity so the teacher

can ensure the students are on track with their outside reading and
corresponding project.

Writing – EVALUATE

● Writing Focus: Skill Review
● In a journal entry, have the students write about the type of father

Chuck Bess is. Do the words “father”, “dad”, and “daddy” mean the
same when used to describe Chuck? What connotations do those
words have for you? If some students are struggling with the final

● Optional: Vocabulary
Test
(CO/COM/COUNTE
R/CONTRA)

● Poetry Practice
● The Crossover PDF

version
● Writing Focus

Activity
● Honors Checkpoint

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1iV08k_K1xwQ3WqoaBuLfeo0Tcr-hIkgn/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=116440839383444482475&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rOZRl4IePxQLSoJGu4sAAyo8O4jWqJ2J/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rOZRl4IePxQLSoJGu4sAAyo8O4jWqJ2J/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1cM7CCnZ9IiFz6ki30iqL5_Cj1xpPvYm8?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1nUbgk-A7UwhIbybnKzwxd6S_9vXarhOT?usp=sharing


question due to the absent father figures, you can show them the
poem “Knock Knock”, and they can compare/contrast Chuck Bell
with the father in this poem instead.

Framing the Lesson: I will use my knowledge of connotation to reflect, in a
journal format, on what the words “father”, “dad”, and “daddy” mean to me.

Day 15

October 24th
Monday

6.1
6.3
6.4
6.5(A)
6.5(B)
6.5(C)
6.5(D)
6.5(E)
6.5(F)
6.5(G)
6.5(H)
6.5(I)
6.12(B)

Reading & Writing – EXPLAIN/EXPLORE/EVALUATE

Framing the Lesson: We will review the concepts and strategies
presented in order to ensure success on the 2nd 6 weeks test. We will see
the connection between plot and characters.

● Focus Activity: Poetry Day 2
● As a class, read pgs. 199 – 213 in The Crossover.
● After reading each poem, ask students to brainstorm about new titles for

the poems.
● Allow students to review their test and make corrections for learning

purposes.
● As a class, read pgs. 214 – 237 in The Crossover.
● Discuss the ending of the novel and the impact it had on each reader.
● Ask: What is a “legacy” and how does a person create a legacy? As a

class, develop a list of adjectives that describe a “legacy” or a “legend”
on the board, plus generate a class list of verbs that explain the actions
of creating a legacy. Discuss whether or not the students think that the
character Chuck “Da Man” Bell created a legacy.

● In partners, maintaining social distance, have students work through
steps 4 through 6 from “How to Write a Theme Statement in Six Steps”
using the theme topic “legacy.” Remind them to add evidence to support
their theme statement. Discuss the ideas as a class.

● Post the “Basketball Rules Poems” throughout the room.

● Honors students participate in a “checkpoint” activity so the teacher
can ensure the students are on track with their outside reading and
corresponding project.

Writing – EVALUATE

Using their completed “Basketball Rules Chart”, “Basketball Rules Poems”,
“Theme Topic List”, “How to Write a Theme Statement in Six Steps”, and
any other pertinent documents dealing with theme, students write an essay
reflecting on the following prompt:

Kwame Alexander’s The Crossover contains ten basketball rules poems
that apply to life. Using those poems, determine a theme of the novel and
analyze its development throughout the text. Be sure your theme is a theme
statement and not a theme topic. Use any of the following to support your
analysis of theme development: characterization, figurative language, word
choice, symbolism, poetic form, etc.

Framing the Lesson: I will use my resources, textual evidence, and my
knowledge of theme and theme topic to compose an essay outlining what I
believe is the theme of The Crossover.

Framing the Lesson: I will have a better understanding of the expectations
for the 2nd 6 weeks test.

● Novel
● Paper
● Optional: UTurn

Homework (reading
passage)

● The Crossover PDF
version

● How to Write a
Theme Statement in
Six Steps

● Basketball Rules
Poems

● Basketball Rules
Chart

● Theme Topic List
● Honors Checkpoint

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Mqfq5YmLeVKKL4gTtpnnNxv8HtrVXez1/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=116440839383444482475&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rOZRl4IePxQLSoJGu4sAAyo8O4jWqJ2J/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rOZRl4IePxQLSoJGu4sAAyo8O4jWqJ2J/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1cM7CCnZ9IiFz6ki30iqL5_Cj1xpPvYm8?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1nUbgk-A7UwhIbybnKzwxd6S_9vXarhOT?usp=sharing


Day 16

October 25th
Tuesday
6.1
6.3
6.4
6.5(A)
6.5(B)
6.5(C)
6.5(D)
6.5(E)
6.5(F)
6.5(G)
6.5(H)
6.5(I)
6.6(A)
6.6(B)
6.6(C)
6.6(D)
6.6(E)
6.6(G)
6.6(H)
6.7(A)
6.7(B)
6.7(C)
6.7(D)
6.10(A)
6.10(B)
6.10(C)
6.10(D)
6.10(E)

Reading – EVALUATE/EXPLORE

● Framing the Lesson: We will review the concepts and strategies
presented in order to ensure success on the 2nd 6 weeks test.

● Focus Activity: Every Day Edits: Sarah Polk
● As a class, read pgs. 199 – 213 in The Crossover.
● After reading each poem, ask students to brainstorm about  new titles

for the poems.
● While students participate in activity stations, students meet with the

teacher to individually conference and discuss strategies for the 2nd 6
weeks test.

● STATIONS: Students participate in individual stations for 15 minutes
each to help strengthen their knowledge of the concepts covered during
the 2nd 6 weeks, i.e., theme, symbolism, connotation, dictionary entry,
silent reading, AOP activity, writing focus activity, etc.

● Teacher Choice: Provide a reading passage and work with the students
to use strategies and provide a method to choose the best fit answer.

Framing the Lesson: I will have a better understanding of the expectations
for the 2nd 6 weeks test.

● The Crossover PDF
version

● Activity Station
Supplies

● Conference Sheets

Day 17

October 26th
Wednesday

READING/WRITING SIX WEEKS TEST TEST

Day 18

October 27th
Thursday

READING/WRITING SIX WEEKS TEST TEST

Day 19

October 28th
Friday

Lesson Frame: We will review the six weeks test.

● As a class, review the answers to the six weeks test.
● Discuss why students may have answered challenging questions

correctly or incorrectly.
● Explain what strategies may have been helpful when completing this

test.
● Complete a test chart that will show student growth throughout the

school year.

Finish all Crossover-related assignments.

Lesson Frame: I will have a better understanding of what skills I need to
work on moving forward.

Six Weeks Tests
Growth Charts

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ideGHlcutAixhBox1ZqJ5hbepwX0yxnC/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rOZRl4IePxQLSoJGu4sAAyo8O4jWqJ2J/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rOZRl4IePxQLSoJGu4sAAyo8O4jWqJ2J/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rg8jQ16P0yTCXmvIOEnB0L06DXNACWicvyLbdPt1LBk/edit#
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rg8jQ16P0yTCXmvIOEnB0L06DXNACWicvyLbdPt1LBk/edit#


Accommodations for
Special Populations

Accommodations for instruction will be provided as stated on each student’s (IEP) Individual
Education Plan for special education, 504, at risk, and ESL/Bilingual.


